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DAY DATE TOUR ITINERARY NIGHT STAY 

DAY  1  Arrival Cairo. 
Arrival in Cairo international airport, Meet & Assist at the airport and After 
going through Immigration, Baggage Claim and Customs, Transfer to the  
hotel. Night Stay Cairo 

 

Cairo 

BREAKFAST- NO LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

 
 

DAY  2 

 Full Day Cairo Tour.  
Pyramids of Choeps, Chepren and Mycerious.  The great pyramids are the 
only ones surviving of the seven wonders of the ancient world. They are 
Egypt's most visited monuments and among the world’s greatest tourist 
attractions. The Ancient Egyptians built the pyramids as tombs to preserve 
the bodies of their dead kings, especially that they believed in resurrection 
and immortality, The Pyramids of Giza lie at the western edge of Greater 
Cairo, about 10 kms from downtown, and comprise:  
The Great Pyramid The most famous structure in the world and the only 
surviving of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. It was built by King 
Khufu (Cheops) of the IV Dynasty around 2650 BC. lts height now is 137 m 
(original height: 146 m). Almost 2.5 million blocks of stone were put into 
building this pyramid. All this, however, dwindles when compared to the 
precision and astounding ability of the ancient Egyptian in building this 
pyramid. Close to the eastern flank of the Pyramid of Khufu lie three small 
pyramids dedicated either to his wives or family members.  
The Second Pyramid Built by Khafre (Chephren), south-west of his father's 
(Khufu's) pyramid though lower in height: 136 m. It still retains, on some of 
its upper parts, the remains of the limestone that had once covered it all. At 
the base,it measures 215.5 m square. lts interior is simple, with two 
entrances on the north side. The visitor can also still see the remains of 
Khafre's mortuary temple, the Temple of the Valley, and rising causeway. 
These temples witnessed the religious rites during the embalming of the 
body. 
The Third Pyramid Built by Menkaure (Mycerinus), south-west of the Great 
and Second Pyramids. It is much smaller than either one (62 m high). It is 
distinguished by the fact that the lower part of its sides still retain their 
granite slab coverings. 
THE SPHINX On the way to the Temple of the Valley, lies the large statue of 
the Sphinx. The Sphinx is carved from a single piece of stone.  One of most 

Cairo 

3 Egypt & 3 Dubai Tour Package 

6 Nights | 7 Days 
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famous monuments in the world, it is indeed a legendary statue for it has 
the body of lion and the face of a man. lt is 70 m long and 20 m high. The 
face of the Sphinx closely resembles that of King Kephren.  
EGYPTIAN MUSEUM Called the museum of the Egyptian antiquities, it is one 
of the greatest museums you will ever see, housing an unrivalled collection 
of antiquities reaching back 5000years.  
In the evening there is Nile cruise Dinner, which lasts for 2 hours, sailing on 
the Nile with Folkloric Shows and Belly Dancers. At the end of this cruise you 
will be driven back to your hotel 

BREAKFAST-YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 3  Cairo – Alexandria 
Breakfast at the hotel. Then Transfer to Alexandria by road (2.5 hrs approx) , 
arrive Alexandria , dinner and over night in hotel    
THE   CATACOMBS OF KOM EL SHOUKAFA.  
Kom El Shoukafa is an underground wonder   world of ornate carvings and 
paintings and a mixture of Roman and Egyptian designs. It is the largest 
Roman Funerary complex in Egypt. And dates from the second century A.D. 
This warren of tombs, on three levels, also contains the Triclinium, where 
relatives used to sit on stone benches to feast the dead, and a central tomb 
with reliefs of bearded serpents. Inside are 2nd century A.D. statues of 
Sobek and Anubis wearing roman armor. 
 CITADEL OF FORT QAITBEY 
This citadel is the further most edifices on the harbors arm. The fort is on 
the original site of the Pharos, Alexandria’s ancient lighthouse, built in 279 
BC to a height of 12 meters and topped with the statue of Poseidon. 
Although Pharos was restored at various times it had finally crumbled by the 
time the original fort was built here, in the 1480’s. This magnificent 
structure houses Fort Qait Beys naval museum. 
MONTAZAH GARDEN . Over Night  In Alexandria   

 
Alexandria 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY  4  Departure Egypt & Arrival Dubai 
After Breakfast Check out Egypt Hotel & Transfer to Airport For Dubai Flight.  
After Reach at Dubai airport immigration and baggage collection, Then you 
will be met by our local representative and transferred to your hotel. After 
check in, relax and explore this beautiful destination on your own. Night 
Stay at Dubai Hotel. 

Dubai 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY  5  Dubai City Tour &  Desert Safari tour with BBQ Dinner. 
After Breakfast Enjoy a day trip through Dubai and discover the city of   
superlatives. See the Palm Island and enjoy the oriental flair of Dubai at a 
gold and spice market, After Visit Back to Hotel.  After Lunch Our 
representative will Receive from Hotel then tour start Experience the beauty 
and customs of the desert on a 6-hour safari tour from Dubai. Enjoy unique 
desert activities, such as dune bashing and sand boarding, along with shisha 
pipes, henna painting, belly dancing, and more. Dine under the night sky. 
Night Stay at Dubai Hotel. 

Dubai 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 
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HOTEL DETAIL  

 City Name Hotel Name 

Minimum 2 Person Must Egypt Soluxe Pyramids / Similar 

 Dubai Marco Polo Hotel / Similar 

 

Per Adult Cost Per Child Cost (2 To Below 12 Years} Per Infant Cost 

Air fare 70000/- Air fare --- Air fare --- 

Land Package  50000/- Land Package 82000/- Approx Land Package --- 

Special note: Air Ticket Can be Changed Any Time, Depend on Seat Availability 

Package Include Package Exclude 

✈Return Air Ticket 

✈Three consecutive nights stay at Dubai. 

✈ Three consecutive nights stay at Egypt. 

✈Daily breakfast  

✈Return Airport Transfers from  

✈ Dubai City Tour. 

✈ Desert Safari With BBQ Dinner 

✈Dubai Burj Khalifa  Tour: Level 124,  

✈Full Day Cairo Tour Alexandria 

✈Alexandria Tour 

✈All Tour & Transfer SIC. 

✈Travel Insurance and Visa ✈Guaranteed early check in 

or late check out. This is completely at the discretion of the 

hotel and we can only put in a request for the same.✈Any 

expenses of personal nature ✈Tips and porterage 

✈Surcharges as applicable due to peak season, surcharge 

dates, trade fair dates, Christmas, New Year week. 

✈Meals other than that what is mentioned in your itinerary. 

✈Any services not mentioned in the inclusions list ✈Meals 

other than specified in the itinerary.✈Drinks including 

Water during meals / sightseeing tours are not included 

✈Entrance fees if any during Sightseeing Tours Hotels 

Used / Similar Cancellation Policy 

 

DAY 6  Dubai Burj Khalifa Level 124  
After Breakfast Free Time. After noon Bruj Khalifa Visit, Burj Khalifa is the 
tallest building in the world and is home to many hotels, restaurants, offices, 
and residents. The structure is visited by many tourists across the world, 
owing to its world-class architecture. People also come here to see the 
panoramic views of Dubai city from the observation deck which is located on 
the 124th floor. Burj Khalifa is one of the marvels of Dubai and is one of the 
most visited places in the country. After Visit Back to hotel.  In the Evening 
our Representative will receive form hotel & Drive to dhow cruise Dinner 
point. Climb aboard a dhow boat and enjoy a 2-hour dinner cruise of Dubai 
Marina, Get a feast for your eyes and enjoy ample photo opportunities of 
the groundbreaking architecture as you sail on an artificial canal carved 
along a 2-mile stretch of the Persian Gulf shoreline. See sights such as Dubai 
Marina Mall and other architectural highlights as you enjoy live 
entertainment, including a traditional tanoura dance show. Savor delicious 
food from the buffet menu as you see the reflections of Dubai's magnificent 
buildings in the water. After enjoy Back to hotel.  Night Stay at Dubai Hotel. 

Dubai 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-YES 

DAY 7  Departure. 
After breakfast Check out From Hotel & transfer to airport Tour End. 

 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 
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Booking Must Be Made Within 3 To 7 Days 

No Booking Has Made Yet, All Reservation, Seat & Fare Are Subject To Availability on booking time 

 
 

Important: 

1. Check-in 12:00 hrs. / Check-out time is 11:00 hrs. 
2. The guest should always keep cool with the drivers as they are not tourism educated and come from different 

remote villages. 
3. On arrival of guests we will provide them with local contact numbers of our executive, who will handle the entire 

operation. 
4. If any tourist spot do not complete for closing day & if they want to do the same on next day then they have to pay 

the extra cost for the vehicle. 
5. Please inform your guest to maintain the timing for the sightseeing / transfers which will advisable by our 

executive. Once our vehicle will leave the hotel area without picking up the guests & come back at parking stand 
then guest must have to arrange their own to reach at the parking stand. 

6. Room Heater available with an extra cost Bourne by the guest directly (Excet 4 ****) 
7. Due to shortage of power the guest sometimes, may have to bear it with candle light. 
8. Category of Rooms in the packages normally remains to deluxe / super deluxe rooms. 
9. For Extra adult in the room we will provide an extra bed (wherever possible), but some hotels only provide a roll 

out bed and have no provision of an extra be 
10. Operator reserves the right to re-arrange itinerary to suit hotel availability without changing the total number of 

days in each destination and without compromising any services. 
11. Child sharing parent’s room will not be provided an extra bed. 
 

Itinerary provided is just suggestive and the sightseeing will be done as per availability. For exciting 

holiday offers contact us at UNITED CONSULTANCY & TOURS, queryunited@yahoo.com, +880 255008205 

 

বিশেষ সতর্ক তা  

 বিলম্বনা এড়াশত দাশের উর বনর্ক র হহাশেশলর অিস্থান িা ঠির্ানা ও আনার ছশের হহাশেল হিশছ 
বনন।ওশেিসাইে অথিা গুশ াল হথশর্ হহাশেশলর োন ও সাবর্ক স সম্পশর্ক  হজশন বনন l হহাশেল সাবর্ক শস হর্াশনা 
প্রর্ার অসুবিধা হশল দো র্শর বরবসর্েশন র্থা িলুন ।শহাশেল সাবর্ক স এর জনয ইউনাইশেড র্ন্সাশেবন্স অযান্ড 
েুযরস দােী নে। 

 দশু ক্া ূর্ক আিহাওো/্াবির্ ত্রুটি িা হ্শর্াশনা অনার্াবিত র্ারশন বিোন/জাহাজ/িাশস বিলম্ব িা িাবতল 
অথিা এর্টি বিোন/জাহাজ/িাস বিলশম্বর র্ারশন রিতী র্াশনর্টিিং বিোন/জাহাজ/িাশস উঠশত না ারশল ও 
তার র্ারশন অবতবরক্ত রাবিজাশনর খরচ িা নতুন টিশর্ে ক্রে/তাবরখ বরিতক ন খরচ িা হ্শর্াশনা হনাবে 
সম্পূর্ক সম্মাবনত গ্রাহর্শর্ িহন র্রশত হশি(হদশে িা বিশদশে থার্া সেে র্াশল)। 

 

12 Month Installment (Selected 18 Bank Credit Card Holders Only) 
 

• Bank Asia 

• BRAC Bank Limited   

• City Bank 

• Southeast Bank 

• Dhaka Bank 

• DBBL 

• Eastern Bank ltd (EBL)  

• Jamuna Bank 

• Lankabangla Finance 

• Mutual Trust Bank Limited  

• NCC Bank 

• Shahjalal Islami Bank Limited 

• Southeast Bank Limited 

• Standard Chartered Bank 

• NRBC  Bank 

• NRB Bank  

• South Bangla Agriculture Bank 

• Standard Bank Limited 

 


